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ABSTRACT

A 1000-yr control simulation in a low-resolution coupled atmosphere–ocean model from the Geophysical

Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) family of climate models shows a natural, highly regular multidecadal

oscillation between periods of Southern Ocean (SO) open-ocean convection and nonconvective periods. It is

shown here that convective periods are associated with warming of the SO sea surface temperatures (SSTs),

and more broadly of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) SSTs and atmospheric temperatures. This SO warming

results in a decrease in the meridional gradient of SSTs in the SH, changing the large-scale pressure patterns,

reducing the midlatitude baroclinicity and thus the magnitude of the southern Ferrel and Hadley cells, and

weakening the SO westerly winds and the SH tropical trade winds. The rearrangement of the atmospheric

circulation is consistent with the global energy balance. During convective decades, the increase in incoming

top-of-the-atmosphere radiation in the SH is balanced by an increase in the Northern Hemisphere (NH)

outgoing radiation. The energy supplying this increase is carried by enhanced atmospheric transport across

the equator, as the intertropical convergence zone and associated wind patterns shift southward, toward the

anomalously warmer SH.While the critical role of the SO for climate on long, paleoclimate time scales is now

beyond debate, the strength and global scale of the teleconnections observed here also suggest an important

role for the SO in global climate dynamics on the shorter interannual and multidecadal time scales.

1. Introduction

Significant research has focused on the tropical at-

mospheric teleconnections generated by SST variability

in the extratropical North Atlantic and Pacific Ocean

[summarized in a review by Chiang and Friedman

(2012)], but far less attention has been paid to atmo-

spheric anomalies of Southern Ocean (SO) origin. Ob-

servational literature suggests that Southern Ocean

temperatures may have varied substantially over

decadal (Cook et al. 2000), centennial (Le Quesne et al.

2009), and millennial time scales (e.g., Shevenell et al.

2011). Moreover, climate models often show significant

variability in SO temperatures, and recent work (de

Lavergne et al. 2014) suggests that this variability may

affect how we interpret the impact of global warming in

such models. In this paper, we examine the global cli-

mate signature of large changes in Southern Ocean

temperatures driven by self-sustained variability in deep

open-ocean convection.

The current generation of Earth systemmodels [phase

5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP5); Taylor et al. 2012] preferentially form deep

water through open-ocean convection—rather than on

the shelves, as observed—in both the Ross and the

Weddell gyres (Heuze et al. 2013; Sallée et al. 2013; de
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Lavergne et al. 2014). Most models cannot properly

simulate the formation of deep waters on shelves driven

by processes such as dense overflow plumes due to in-

sufficient spatial resolution to resolve boundary layer

slopes. Winton et al. (1998) show that in the level-

coordinate models used in almost all CMIP5 models, a

resolution of the order of 30–50m in the vertical and

3–5km in the horizontal would be needed to accurately

represent such overflow plumes, a prohibitive resolution

for climate simulations that require thousands of years for

equilibrium runs. Instead, in climate models wintertime

cooling and salinification of SO surface waters can result

in the creation of density instability (Gordon 1991),

triggering deep-reaching convection and an open-ocean

polynya. Although such open-sea convective mixing does

not appear to have been the main path to produce deep

waters in recent decades, it has been observed in events

such as the large (;250000km2) Weddell Sea polynya of

the 1970s, which persisted throughout three consecutive

years (e.g., Gordon 1978; Martinson et al. 1981; Gordon

1982), and more regularly on a small, week-long scale

(Gordon 2014).

In climate models, this open-ocean convective process

occurs as a natural oscillation in the atmosphere–ocean

system, with different frequencies and durations of con-

vection across 25 of the 33 CMIP5 ESMs under pre-

industrial forcing (de Lavergne et al. 2014). The causes

and mechanisms behind these oscillations are likely to be

very different across various climate models and have

only been studied, to our knowledge, in the Kiel climate

model (Park and Latif 2008; Martin et al. 2013; Latif et al.

2013; Martin et al. 2015) and in several versions of the

GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory) cou-

pled climate model (Galbraith et al. 2011; Bernardello

et al. 2014a; Zanowski et al. 2015). In the Kiel model,

variability in sea ice plays a critical role, and it is the slow

heat accumulation below the thermocline—advected

southward by the Atlantic meridional overturning circu-

lation (AMOC)—that eventually destabilizes the water

column, driving centennial oscillations of open ocean

deep convection in the Atlantic sector of the Southern

Ocean (Martin et al. 2013). By contrast, in GFDL-

ESM2M the periodic lateral advection of anomalously

salty water into the Weddell Sea triggers the start of

open-ocean deep convection (Galbraith et al. 2011) and

drives multidecadal oscillations. However, the source of

such salty water anomalies remains unclear, and the

feedbacks between changes in convection and global

climate have not been studied in detail.

Sites of deep open-ocean convection have the poten-

tial to play an important climatic role via the oceanic and

atmospheric propagation of anomalies generated in the

Southern Ocean. In the ocean, active mixing results in a

release of accumulated heat to the atmosphere that

warms the surface, opens a polynya, and cools the sub-

surface ocean. This deep ocean cooling signal spreads

from the Weddell Sea 1) northward into the Atlantic

basic as a deep western boundary current and 2) east-

ward and westward to the rest of the Southern Ocean

and farther north into the subtropical and tropical Pa-

cific and Indian basins in the form of both fast wavelike

signals and slower advective/diffusive signals, as re-

cently studied by Zanowski et al. (2015) in the GFDL-

ESM2G model. Moreover, SO convective mixing has a

significant impact on the AMOC in the Kiel model

(Martin et al. 2015). Active SO mixing has also been

shown to affect the state of the atmosphere through

ocean-to-atmosphere moisture and heat losses, and top-

of-the-atmosphere (TOA) changes, which lead to rapid

warming of the air above a polynya, SST variability,

and a successive modification in mesoscale atmospheric

motions (e.g., Dethleff 1994; Gallée 1997). Latif et al.

(2013) used the Kiel model to report on the atmospheric

propagation of SST anomalies that originate in the

Weddell Sea convective zones. They showed that during

convective phases, the Southern Ocean warms, the sea

ice coverage shrinks, and the westerly winds weaken.

Until recently, most studies of tropical–extratropical

interaction posit that the tropics drive the extratropics,

largely via atmospheric teleconnection patterns such as

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (e.g., White and

Peterson 1996; Yuan et al. 1996; Peterson andWhite 1998;

Yuan and Martinson 2000; Venegas and Drinkwater

2001). More recently, however, emerging work has used

data and climate models to show how the extratropics can

be efficient in driving changes in the tropics. For example,

an imposed cooling in the northern extratropics results

in a southward shift of the ITCZ (Chiang et al. 2003;

Chiang and Bitz 2005; Broccoli et al. 2006; Cheng et al.

2007; Chiang et al. 2008; Chiang and Friedman 2012).

Here we use a long control simulation in CM2Mc, a

low-resolution coupled climate model from the GFDL

family of models that has a strong and regular SO mode

of variability (Bernardello et al. 2014a; Seviour et al.

2016; A. Gnanadesikan and M. Pradal 2017, un-

published manuscript; see more details in section 2b).

This regularity facilitates the understanding of tele-

connections originating in the SO as separate from the

oscillations that originate in other extratropical areas

(such as the NH) or in tropical regions. We analyze the

large-scale changes in atmospheric circulation associ-

ated with convective variability in the CM2Mc model

(inspired by work in the Kiel model; Latif et al. 2013)

and study the changes and variability in the global en-

ergy balance (inspired by recent atmospheric work; e.g.,

Marshall et al. 2014; Donohoe et al. 2014). We find that
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changes in SO deep ocean convection have large and

fast implications for both the extratropics and the

tropics, producing significant changes in atmospheric

temperatures, speed of the westerlies, the Hadley cell,

interhemispheric temperature difference, atmospheric

transport of energy at the equator, and the position of

the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Based on

the mechanisms observed, we propose that observed

past changes and expected future changes in SO SSTs

might similarly have significant global atmospheric and

climate implications.

2. Methodology

a. Energy balance calculation

The key diagnostics we use to understand the impact of

convective changes here are the transports of energy in

the atmosphere FA and ocean FO and their divergences

= � FA and = � FO. Following previous literature (e.g.,

Trenberth and Solomon 1994; Zhang and Rossow 1997;

Trenberth et al. 2002), the net column change in atmo-

spheric energy is balanced by the TOA radiation and by

the surface fluxes. We assume that changes in the storage

of mass, moisture, and energy are sufficiently small that

they can be neglected (this is generally true for averages

of a year or longer; the magnitude of these tendency

terms should diminish with the length of the time aver-

aged). Therefore, the divergence of the vertically in-

tegrated atmospheric energy transport for a vertically

integrated air column can be written as

= � F
A
j
total

5R
TOA

2R
S
1LE1FA

Sens 2 Storage

5R
TOA

2F
atm/ocean

2 Storage, (1)

whereRTOA is the incoming net radiation at the top of the

atmosphere directed downward, RS is the air to ocean

radiative heat flux [which includes incoming and outgoing

shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiation], L is the

latent specific heat of condensation, E is the surface

evapotranspiration, FA
Sens is the sensible heat flux to the

atmosphere, and Storage is the storage of heat in the at-

mosphere. We ignore here frictional heating arising from

dissipation of kinetic energy. Integrating over the

SouthernHemisphere area (dA) and ignoring the storage

terms (negligible on an annual mean basis), the north-

ward atmospheric heat transport at the equator is

TA
Eq 5

ðð
SH

= � F
A

����
total

dA5

ðð
SH

(R
TOA

2F
atm/ocean

) dA .

(2)

Similarly, we can calculate the cross-equatorial at-

mospheric heat transport as

TA
Eq 5

ðð
SH

(FA
SW 1FA

LW 1LE1FA
Sens) dA , (3)

where FA
SW , FA

LW are the net shortwave and long wave

fluxes into the atmosphere.

We can separate the total cross-equatorial atmo-

spheric energy transport into two parts, one due to the

dry static transport,

T
dry
Eq 5

ðð
SH

= � F
A
j
dry

dA

5

ðð
SH

(R
TOA

2R
S
1LP1FA

Sens) dA , (4)

and one due to the net transport of water vapor, also

known as latent energy transport,

T latent
Eq 5

ðð
SH

= � F
A
j
water vapor

dA5

ðð
SH

L(E2P) dA ,

(5)

where P represents the precipitation rate.

If energy is used to evaporate water at location A and

the vapor is transported to location Bwhere it condenses,

releasing the heat of condensation, energy has been

transported from A to B via latent heat transport. This

latent heat transport plays a critical role in the total at-

mospheric heat transport. In the deep tropics within

208N/S, the atmospheric heat transport due to water va-

por acts against the dry air heat transport, reducing the

net atmospheric heat transport from low to high latitudes.

The total northward oceanic heat transport at the

equator, TO
Eq can be calculated as the integral of all heat

fluxes entering the ocean (from the atmosphere) in the

SH, minus the ocean heat stored in the SH, which is sig-

nificant and cannot be neglected. The storage is calculated

as the time derivative of the heat content in the ocean:

TO
Eq 5

ðð
SH

= � F
O
j
total

dA

5

ðð
SH

(F
atm/ocean

2 Storage
ocean

) dA . (6)

b. Model details and biases

All simulations were conducted using the GFDL Cli-

mate Model version 2 with Modular Ocean Model ver-

sion 4p1 at coarse resolution (CM2Mc) (Galbraith et al.

2011). The code for oceanic and atmospheric physics in

CM2Mc is based on the GFDLEarth SystemModel with

the Modular Ocean Model (ESM2M) (Dunne et al.

2012), but slightly adapted to fit to the coarser resolution.

The resolution of the oceanmodule is approximately 38 3
28 3 28 vertical levels. CM2Mc is initialized as shown in
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Galbraith et al. (2011) and spun up for 4500 years with

preindustrial conditions (where greenhouse gases, aero-

sols, and ozone are kept at the value of year 1860) as

described in Bernardello et al. (2014a,b).

The net radiative balance in the CM2Mc model is

qualitatively consistent with observations, with net in-

coming radiation in the SH, net outgoing radiation in the

NH, and a total interhemispheric heat transport that is

(realistically) northward. However, our model has the

common double-ITCZ bias, in which excessive pre-

cipitation is produced in the SH tropics in a band that

looks like the southern counterpart to the strong northern

ITCZ (Fig. 1a). This significant and highly persistent bias

in global climatemodels hasmost recently been related to

large cloud biases over the SouthernOcean that allow too

much incoming shortwave radiation (e.g., Hwang and

Frierson 2013). In the CM2Mcmodel, the SW absorption

is about 4Wm22 larger in the SH than in the NH, likely

due to insufficient cloudiness over the Antarctic as ob-

served in GFDLmodels (e.g., Delworth et al. 2006). This

anomalous SO heat is transported to the tropics by baro-

clinic eddies and is carried out in the tropical region via

thermodynamic air–sea coupling, for example, the wind–

evaporation–SST feedback (Mahajan et al. 2011; Kang

et al. 2014; Li andXie 2014). The bias ultimately results in

intensified cross-equatorial northward transport of heat

and intensified cross-equatorial southward transport of

water vapor in the lower troposphere, triggering an ex-

cess in precipitation in the tropical SH (Hwang and

Frierson 2013). In the CM2Mc model, the resulting rise

in SH temperatures does not produce enough of a rise in

outgoing longwave radiation to balance this bias in net

SWheating, and the SH remains warmer than theNHby

0.88C (surface air annual mean temperature), contrary

to observations showing a NH warmer than the SH by

1.248 6 0.168C (Kang et al. 2015).

While in an average of 24 CMIP3 models the NH is

warmer than the SH by 1.138C (Meehl et al. 2007), which

is close to observations, there is a large spread of in-

terhemispheric temperature and precipitation differ-

ences and cross-equator heat transport differences

across climate models. Across CMIP5 models, Hwang

and Frierson (2013) showed that a warmer SH (relative

to the NH) is generally associated with 1) higher tropical

precipitation in the SH (relative to the NH) and hence a

larger double-ITCZ bias, and 2) a more northward at-

mospheric cross-equatorial heat transport.

These biases also imply that the NH Hadley cell

spends more time in the SH than observed, so the as-

cending branch of theHadley cell is on average centered

FIG. 1. (a),(b) Climatology map and (c),(d) composites, i.e., difference between convective and nonconvective

decades, for precipitation rate and column-integrated water vapor concentration as labeled. Climatology and

composites are calculated from 500 years of the control simulation. TheWeddell Sea is defined as 608W–0 and 558S–
708S [box in (a)].
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in the SH. As we will see later, however, in our model

the net atmospheric transport of heat is southward, the

opposite of what we would expect from a tropical at-

mospheric circulation dominated by theNHHadley cell.

This is the result of rectification of a seasonal signal, as

the SHHadley cell is more effective at transporting heat

southward across the equator when it extends into the

Northern Hemisphere than the NH Hadley cell is in

transporting heat northward when it extends into the

Southern Hemisphere. This seasonal rectification re-

mains basically unchanged throughout the run. How-

ever, changes in heat transport associated with changes

in the strength of theHadley cells do follow our intuition

that more clockwise (NH centered) circulations will

transport more heat northward.

3. Main results

a. Open-sea Southern Ocean convection and
implications for temperature

Open-ocean convection in the Weddell Sea releases

large amounts of heat into the atmosphere approximately

every 75 years in the CM2Mc model (Figs. 2a,b).

The onset of convection is associated with a sharp rise

in SSTs and a decline in middepth ocean temperatures

(Fig. 2a) as heat accumulated during nonconvective

decades is released to the surface ocean and atmosphere.

Active mixing also results in increased salinity at the

surface and anomalous freshening in the deep ocean

(Fig. 2c). As convection stops in the Weddell Sea, the

water column becomes stratified, isolating the surface

layers from the warmer and saltier water mass below,

such that the surface cools and freshens and the deeper

ocean warms and gets saltier (Figs. 2b,c). The formation

of AABW is then inhibited. Convective periods are

slightly longer than nonconvective periods, which can

be seen in the asymmetry of the middepth temperature

signal in Fig. 2a.

Figure 2a shows that we can use the SST in the

Weddell Sea or themiddepth temperature (200–2000m)

as indices of Southern Ocean convective activity (those

time series have been smoothed with a 10-yr running

mean). We use middepth temperature to build com-

posite maps of nonconvective (average over time steps

FIG. 2. (a) Time series of the Weddell Sea temperature at the surface and at intermediate depths in the control

CM2Mc simulation. The Weddell Sea is defined as the zone comprising 608W–08 and 558–708S (see box in Fig. 1a).

Also shown are lagged regression coefficient ofWeddell Sea depth profile of (b) temperature and (c) salinity vs the

convection index time series. Negative (positive) values on the time axis indicate periods before (after) a maximum

in convection (at lag 0).
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with temp . 1.98C) and convective (temp , 1.78C) de-
cades (e.g., Figs. 3a,b) and use the more sinusoidal SST

curve to calculate lagged regressions (as in Fig. 3c).

From now on, we call convection index to the Weddell

SST normalized from 21 to 1. First, we subtract the

average from the SST time series, and then we divide by

the new maximum value. The convection index has a

value of 1 at the peak of the strongest convective event

(and approximately 21 at the peak of nonconvection).

The choice of convection index is somewhat arbitrary,

but our conclusions presented here hold when using

other indices. For example, we have also defined con-

vective years when the yearly-averaged mixed layer

depth (MLD) is deeper than 60m (MLD is here defined

as the depth where the density difference to the surface

is 0.125 kgm23) and found similar conclusions. The on-

set of convection and heat content is also well defined by

the age tracer used in our model—whose value increases

as a parcel is submerged and is reset to zero when a

parcel reemerges at the surface—as subsurface SO age

drops suddenly when convection starts. Bernardello

et al. (2014a) present a more detailed description of the

convective events in the CM2Mcmodel and their impact

on the carbon cycle.

Following a convective event, both SSTs and surface

air temperatures increase in the Southern Hemisphere

(Figs. 3a,c), particularly south of 408S with the largest

changes in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 3a). The maximum SH

warming anomaly is reached ;7 years after the peak in

SSTs in the Weddell Sea (Fig. 3c). Surface air temper-

ature (Fig. 3a) and SSTs also show warming in most of

the Northern Hemisphere with a similar time delay but

less intensity than in the SH (Fig. 3c). Hence, convective

decades result in a more negative north–south in-

terhemispheric air surface temperature asymmetry

(Fig. 3c), which has consequences for the position of the

intertropical convergence zone in the tropics, as we will

discuss in section 3d. This strong surface warming in the

Southern Ocean propagates to the rest of the atmo-

sphere almost instantaneously, although the signal loses

intensity away from the Weddell Sea (Fig. 3b).

b. Implications for the extratropical atmosphere
above the Southern Ocean

The Ferrel cell, the meridional mean circulation as-

sociated with the midlatitudes, can be thought of as the

result of baroclinic instability of the midlatitude jet.

As baroclinic instability releases potential energy by

FIG. 3. Composite difference between convective and nonconvective decades for (a) air sea surface temperature

and (b) longitude-averaged height profile of air temperature. The composites are calculated from a 500-yr control

simulation. (c) Lagged regression between the convection index and the averaged air sea temperature in the SH and

NH, and the hemispheric difference. The correlation r is labeledwhere it is maximum.Negative (positive) values on

the time axis indicate periods before (after) a maximum in convection (located at lag 0).
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flattening potential temperature surfaces that slope up-

ward toward the pole, more heat is brought to high lat-

itudes and momentum is fluxed down toward the

surface, decelerating the jet aloft and increasing west-

erlies near the surface. The jet aloft is maintained by

the propagation of eddies away from the jet, which

produces an eddy flux of momentum back into the jet.

Limpasuvan and Hartmann (2000) show that increased

baroclinicity associated with the southern annular mode

tends to increase both the flux of momentum into the

jet aloft and its downward redistribution in the vertical,

resulting in an increase in the surface westerlies. Co-

incident with this they see an increase in the poleward

flux of heat.

In our model results, the onset of convection in the

Weddell Sea warms the surface around 608S most

strongly, which weakens the meridional contrast in SSTs

between 458 and 608S. We argue that this translates

into a weaker southern Ferrel cell (Figs. 4b,c), weaker

westerlies over the SO (Fig. 5b), and a transition

toward a weaker (more negative) southern annular

mode (SAM) phase (Fig. 5c). As zonal mean atmo-

spheric temperatures warm over the cold Antarctic lat-

itudes more than in the tropics (Fig. 3b), atmospheric

baroclinicity in the SH midlatitudes decreases. As a re-

sult, we see a concomitant decrease in the Ferrel cell

(Figs. 4b,c) with the peak decrease lagging the peak in

Weddell Sea temperatures, just as the SH SSTs lag the

convection within the Weddell Sea (Fig. 3c). The air

moving poleward in baroclinic disturbances tends to

move eastward in the Southern Hemisphere, creating

the SH westerlies (Fig. 5a). During convective decades,

decreases in the atmospheric baroclinicity in the mid-

latitudes result in a decreased poleward eddy transport

of eastward momentum into the midlatitudes via

large-scale Rossby waves, decreasing and shifting equa-

torward the near-surface westerlies (Fig. 5b). The

northward shift in westerlies is also nicely reflected in the

Ekman vertical velocities in the Southern Ocean, with a

band of decreased upwelling south of 508S (see Fig. S1 in

the online supplemental material). The surface pressure

shows a distinctive pattern of increasing (decreasing)

pressures roughly south of 608S (north of 608S) (Fig. 5c).
Hence, the southern annular mode—defined as the

pressure difference between 408 and 608S—decreases

during convective years. It is worth noting that the ex-

tratropical response to SO convection, a weakening of

westerly winds and a transition toward negative SAM, is

consistent with that of stratospheric ozone-hole recovery

(Son et al. 2008; Kang et al. 2011).

The changes in temperature structure are also asso-

ciated with changes in cloudiness (Fig. 6). In particular,

convective decades are associatedwith a strong decrease

in low clouds and slight increase in high clouds over the

Southern Ocean. Interdecadal correlations between

warm anomalies in SSTs and increases (decreases) in

high (low) cloud behavior were previously shown for the

northeast subtropical Pacific in observations (Clement

et al. 2009) as well as in the GDFL model (Broccoli and

Klein 2010; Clement et al. 2010). The basic physics un-

derlying this is that low clouds require a temperature

inversion layer to trap moisture within the atmospheric

boundary layer. Wood and Bretherton (2006) demon-

strate that the strength of this inversion is positively

correlated with low cloud amount because such in-

versions prevent plumes leaving the moist surface from

reaching the upper troposphere and forming high

clouds, and keep the relative humidity high at the top of

the boundary layer where low clouds form. In the

presence of open ocean convection in CM2Mc, the in-

version at the top of the boundary layer weakens. The

boundary layer becomes warmer and moister such that

the moist potential temperature gradient between 700

and 1000mb becomes smaller by up to 38C. The low

cloud amount drops by up to 12% locally, with highest

decreases over the Atlantic and Pacific SO south of 608S
(Fig. 6f).

The increased cumulus mass flux associated with a

more unstable boundary layer both moistens and warms

the upper atmosphere. All else being equal, the moist-

ening of the upper atmosphere tends to increase high-

level cloudiness, while the warming tends to decrease

cloudiness. Analysis of the three-dimensional structure

of the humidity and temperature fields shows a relatively

smooth relative increase in specific humidity throughout

the upper atmosphere, but much spatially patchier

changes in temperature in the horizontal plane, which

may reflect changes in the lower stratospheric circula-

tion. Hence, the changes in high clouds associated with

convective decades (Fig. 6e)—in response to compen-

sating effects of humidity and temperature changes—

show patterns spatially patchier than low clouds do

(Fig. 6f). We defer detailed investigation of these upper

troposphere/lower stratospheric changes to future work.

c. Anomalies in the energy balance of the
ocean–atmosphere system

In response to open ocean convective oscillations, the

interhemispheric heat transports in the ocean and at-

mosphere, the TOA radiation, and air–sea fluxes all

change on decadal time scales. The schematic in Fig. 7

summarizes the climatological 500-yr mean hemi-

spherically averaged energy budget terms for both the

ocean and the atmosphere (solid arrows and values in

gray), as well as anomalies in the energy balance terms

associated with the maximum in convection (striped
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arrows and values in parentheses) and ;12 years later

(dotted arrows and values in parentheses). Lagged cor-

relations between the individual terms in the radiative

balance and the convective index (Fig. 8) help us

understand and complete the detailed energetic dy-

namics of the two hemispheres summarized in Fig. 7.

Figure S2 shows the detailed energy balance at lags

of222 (which approximately coincides with the start of

FIG. 4. Atmospheric overturningmass streamfunction: (a)climatologymap; (b) composite, i.e.,

the difference between convective and nonconvective decades from 500 years of the control

simulation; and (c) lagged regression of 500-mbar mass streamfunction vs convective index,

where negative (positive) values on the time axis indicate periods before (after) a maximum in

convection (at lag 0). Black arrows indicate the flow direction of the Hadley and Ferrel cells in

(a) and their anomalies in (b). Red arrows indicate the direction of the eddy flux.
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FIG. 5. (a) Climatology map, and composite (difference between convective and non-

convective decades) for (b) zonal wind stress and (c) surface pressure. Climatology and com-

posites are calculated from a 500-yr control simulation.
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convection), 0 (maximum in convection), 12 (zero

anomalous net TOA in the SH), 20 (maximum anoma-

lous ocean to atmosphere flux in the SH), and 35 years

(maximum in nonconvection). We neglect the fluxes to

points denoted as land as these contribute less than 5%

to the interdecadal flux anomalies studied in Fig. 7 when

hemispherically averaged.

The changes in TOA net fluxes can largely be un-

derstood in terms of changes in the spatial distributions

of clouds (already shown in Fig. 6) and individual energy

balance terms (impacts on individual fluxes are shown in

Fig. S3). Broadly speaking, low clouds reflect more the

incoming SW radiation, while higher clouds with colder

tops emit less outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) to

space relative to low clouds. During convective years, an

SST-driven decrease in sea ice (which results in lower

albedo) combined with decreased low and midlevel

clouds as seen in Figs. 6c and 6f (lower albedo) results in

an increase of the net TOA SW flux into ocean regions

south of 608S and particularly in the Weddell Sea

(Fig. S3a). The OLR radiation increases over most of

the SH, and in large regions in the NH, both on land and

in the ocean due to overall warming during convective

decades, with most prominent increases south of 608S
and over theWeddell Sea (this can be seen as a decrease

in LW incoming radiation in Fig. S3b). By contrast,

shortwave flux decreases and longwave trapping in-

creases (OLR decreases) in tropical Pacific and Atlantic

bands or over the west Pacific warm pool (Figs. S3a–c),

with patterns associated with an increase in high clouds

during convective decades (Fig. 6e).

When integrated over the Southern Hemisphere, the

TOAnet incoming SW signal dominates the OLR signal

at the peak of convection (Fig. 8a, at lag 0), such that in

the net during convective decades there is an overall

increase in the TOA incoming radiation of ;0.05 PW

over the SH (Fig. 7). Some of this anomalous TOA heat

penetrates into the ocean (;0.02 PW; Fig. 8c) and the

rest is transported northward through the atmosphere

(;0.03 PW; Fig. 8e), with most of it leaving the atmo-

sphere in the NH (;0.02 PWof outgoing TOA radiation

in the NH at lag 0; Fig. 8b).

At the ocean surface, the largest flux changes occur in

the convective zone, where a new polynya forms during

open-ocean mixing events (Figs. S3d–g). The polynya (ice

free) absorbs extra SW radiation during convective de-

cades (;10Wm22) compared to the average ocean state

(Figs. S3d and S5a). However, increased LW flux from the

ocean to the atmosphere (;10Wm22) and increased

evaporative ocean cooling (;5Wm22) result in total heat

loss from the ocean to the atmosphere in the polar regions

south of 608S (Figs. S3e,f and S5a).When integrated over

the SH, the heat loss from the ocean into the atmosphere

increases to itsmaximumvalue of 0.055 PWapproximately

20 years after the peak in convection (Fig. 8c; see also Fig.

S2). This lag is mostly due to a lag in evaporative cooling

(when integrated over the SH; Fig. S5). The sensible heat

flux into the atmosphere decreases on average over the SH

in response to convection, primarily because of a decline in

atmospheric wind intensity (Fig. S5).

During the peak in convection (at lag 0), the north-

ward cross-equatorial oceanic heat transport increases

FIG. 6. (a)–(c) Climatology map and (d)–(f) composite (difference between convective and nonconvective decades) for cloud coverage as

labeled. Climatology and composites are calculated from a 500-yr control simulation.
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by ;0.05PW, as the heat stored in the SH decreases by

;0.03 PW and the heat flux from the atmosphere into

the SH ocean increases by ;0.02 PW (Figs. 7 and 8c).

This anomalous northward heat transport is mostly

stored in the NH and is not released into the NH at-

mosphere (Fig. 7). This can be seen when comparing

Figs. 8c and 8d—the intensity (0.05 PW) and pace (i.e.,

the lagged response to convection) of the ocean heat

stored in the NH (Fig. 8d) is almost identical to the heat

transported at the equator (Fig. 8c), while the ocean–

atmospheric heat flux is negligible in the NH (Fig. 8d) at

all times. Hence, most of the changes in TOA radiation

in the NH associated with convection (Fig. 8b) are not

propagated from the Southern to the Northern Hemi-

sphere atmosphere through the ocean.

Instead, the anomalous outgoing TOA radiation in

the NH (Fig. 8b, solid line) can be explained at all times

by anomalous northward atmospheric heat transport

(Fig. 8e, solid line). In the NH, the net TOA radiation is

mostly dominated by changes in the LW term (Fig. 8b),

with increased loss of heat to space during convective

decades due to intensified outgoing LW radiative flux

(associated with warming). Approximately 12 years af-

ter the peak of a typical convective event, the anomalous

cross-equatorial atmospheric northward heat transport

and outgoing TOA radiation in the NH are at their

maximum (;0.04 PW; Figs. 7 and 8e). These 0.04 PW

are transferred from the SH ocean to the atmosphere,

while ocean heat stored in the SH decreases by the same

amount (Fig. 8c). Note that at a 12-yr lag, there is no

anomalous cross-equatorial heat transport in the ocean

(Fig. 8c) or anomalous incoming TOA radiation in the

SH (Fig. 8a). During the peak of no convection (ap-

proximately 35 years after the peak in convection), the

anomalies in the energy budget have almost reversed

with respect to the anomalies during the peak in con-

vection (see Fig. S2).

If we separate the atmospheric transport into its

components due to dry static [Eq. (4)] and water vapor

(latent) transport [Eq. (5)], we note that convective

FIG. 7. Summary schematics of the response of the atmosphere–ocean system to Southern

Ocean convection.Vertical arrows in each hemisphere show hemispherically averaged fluxes and

anomalies; horizontal arrows at the equator show total cross-equatorial fluxes and anomalies.

Themean state energy budget is represented by solid arrows, with values in PW.Anomalous heat

fluxes and ocean heat storages associatedwithmaximumconvection in theWeddell Sea (0-yr lag)

are presented as striped arrows, with values in parentheses. Dotted arrows show anomalies

;12 yr after the peak in convection. If no anomalous arrow is shown, the omitted flux is zero.

Anomalous heat fluxes and heat storages correspond to the regression coefficient of each variable

onto the convective index at the corresponding time lag (as detected in Fig. 8).
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decades have more northward dry static energy trans-

port at the equator, partially compensated by a water

vapor transport that is more southward during these

decades (Fig. 8e).We have also separated the northward

atmospheric heat transport at the equator into individual

heating terms, reorganizing Eq. (2) into net atmospheric

SW and longwave heating, evaporation, and sensible

heating transport terms [Eq. (3) and Figs. S3f–i]. At a

12-yr lag, the northward cross-equatorial atmospheric

energy transport increases mainly due to evaporation

(and evapotranspiration) adding energy to the atmo-

sphere (;0.10 PW in Fig. 8f). The evaporative contri-

bution to northward heat transport follows the Southern

Hemisphere air surface temperature pattern (Fig. 3c) in

peaking about 12 years after the convection peak. As the

temperature and water vapor content of the atmosphere

increase with SO convection (Figs. 1b,d and 3a,b),

there is also an increase in the amount of SW flux ab-

sorbed by the atmosphere in the Southern Hemisphere

(;0.05 PW in Fig. 8f; see also Fig. S3h). However, note

that most of the increase in net TOA shortwave radi-

ation into the Southern Hemisphere (;0.15 PW at a

0-yr lag in Fig. 8a) is due to intensified SW ocean heat

uptake (Figs. S3a,d and Fig. 8a vs Fig. S4b) and only a

fraction of it is absorbed in the atmosphere (peaking

;12 years after).

The SW and evaporative atmospheric warming ten-

dencies are counterbalanced (in the SH average) by

longwave cooling (;0.09 PW) and to a secondary extent

by a suppression of sensible heat fluxes leaving the ocean

FIG. 8. Lagged regressions of different variables onto the Weddell Sea convection index. Variables include (a),(b) incoming TOA SW,

LW, and net radiative flux in the two hemispheres; (c),(d) ocean heat budget terms including northward ocean heat transport at the

equator, atmosphere–ocean heat flux, and ocean storage in the two hemispheres; (e) northward atmospheric transport at the equator, also

separated into dry static and latent heat transport components as in Eqs. (4) and (5); and (f) atmospheric heat transport at the equator

separated into the SW, LW, sensible, evaporative, and condensation driven components as in Eqs. (3)–(5). For each variable themaximum

correlation r is labeled. For all figures, negative (positive) values on the time axis indicate periods before (after) a maximum in convection

is achieved (at lag 0).
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(;0.03 PW), as reflected in Fig. 8f. The former win such

that 12 years after the convective peak, the net north-

ward atmospheric heat transport at the equator (the sum

of these four terms) is slightly northward (Figs. 7 and

8e). Note that the patterns of longwave atmospheric

heating are dominated by changes in OLR, with the

exception of the region above the Weddell Sea where

the atmosphere gains heat due to extra LW released

from the ocean (cf. Figs. S2i, S2b, S2e). Increased

evaporation and sensible fluxes enhance the atmo-

spheric convergence of heat above the Weddell Sea

convective zone, but the overall patterns are rather

complicated and patchy across the rest of the Southern

Hemisphere, resulting from secondary changes in winds,

etc. (Figs. S3f,g).

Interestingly, the convection-driven change in SH

condensational heating (Fig. 8f) is much larger than

the change in evaporative fluxes, reaching a peak of

;0.21 PW about 10 years after the peak in ocean

convection. Since precipitation converts latent to

sensible heat, it does not affect the total energy budget

of the atmosphere. However, this implies that during

convective decades there is an increased flux of latent

energy in the SH atmosphere associated with in-

creased moisture, which is then converted into sensi-

ble heat and exported to the NH as previously

discussed. Below, we discuss how these convection-

driven changes in atmospheric heat transport are

linked to the position of the ITCZ.

d. Implications for SH subtropics and tropics: Shifts
in the ITCZ

The ITCZ is the surface expression of the ascending

branch of the Hadley cell and represents the maximum

in tropical precipitation. Here we define the position of

the ITCZ as the median latitude of the zonally in-

tegrated precipitation from 208S to 208N [as in Frierson

and Hwang (2012)]. Because of the double-ITCZ bias

(see section 2 and Fig. 1a), the precipitation centroid is

always anomalously located in the SH in our simulation

(Fig. 9). We also use the position of the ascending

branch of the Hadley cell to represent the ITCZ. This is

calculated as the position of the zero mass atmospheric

transport at 500mbar [as inHwang and Frierson (2013)];

its location shifts between ;78S and 58N as the system

oscillates between strongly convective and non-

convective decades (Fig. 9).

In the tropics, the thermally directHadley cell governs

the atmospheric transport of energy via its upper branch

and the transport of moisture via its lower cell. Assum-

ing that the ratio of energy to moisture transport stays

constant, any changes in the cross-equatorial energy

FIG. 9. (a) Scatterplot of the ITCZ location asmeasured by 1) the precipitation centroid latitude (circles) or 2) the

position of the ascending branch of the tropical Hadley cell–zero mass transport at 500mbar (crosses) vs the cross-

equatorial northward atmospheric heat transport (TA
Eq). (b) Scatterplot of the precipitation centroid latitude vs the

SST tropical asymmetry, defined as averaged SST from the equator to 208N minus SST from the equator to 208S.
Each dot represents one annual mean; 500 years of the control simulation are represented. High/positive

(low/negative) TA
Eq values represent convective (nonconvective) decades. The regression slope and correlation

coefficient are labeled in each figure.
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transport should be anticorrelated with the tropical

precipitation shift. This concept was the basis of the

theoretical frameworks for interpreting changes in

ITCZ location in response to extratropical forcing

(Kang et al. 2008, 2009) and follow-up work (e.g.,

Frierson and Hwang 2012). This is exactly what we find

here too.

During convective decades, a gain of energy in the

high-latitude SH atmosphere means that less atmo-

spheric heat is transported from the equator to the SH

extratropics via the southern Hadley cell in the tropics

and via eddies in southern midlatitudes. In the southern

tropics, this implies a weakening of the SH Hadley cell

(Fig. 4b). Furthermore, anomalously northward heat

transport from the SH into the NH (Fig. 8e) implies an

anomalously stronger NHHadley cell during convective

decades (Fig. 4b), and an anomalous southward trans-

port of moisture (Figs. 7 and 8e). At the equator, the

intensified southward water vapor (latent) heat trans-

port during convective decades (Fig. 8e) brings more

water vapor and precipitation to the SH (Figs. 1c,d),

producing an interhemispheric asymmetry in atmo-

spheric humidity, shifting southward the centroid of

precipitation (Fig. 9a) and increasing the southern band

of tropical high convective clouds (Fig. 6e). In agree-

ment with other studies [e.g., the review by Schneider

et al. (2014)], the ITCZ shifts toward the anomalously

warmer hemisphere, which is the SH during convective

decades, consistent with a decreased hemispheric

asymmetry in tropical temperatures (Fig. 9b). More-

over, associated with the changes in the tropical cells, we

observe a weakening (strengthening) of the southern

(northern) trade winds (Fig. 5b) during convective

decades.

In summary, across the 500 years of the control

simulation of the CM2Mc model, we see clear corre-

lations between ITCZ displacement and the strength

of convective events (Figs. 9a,b): the stronger the SO

convective event, the stronger the anomalous north-

ward heat transport at the equator (with a 10-yr lag;

Fig. 8e) and the larger the southward ITCZ shifts.

Interestingly, the expected interannual latitudinal

shift of the precipitation centroid as a function of

cross-equatorial atmospheric heat transport is more

sensitive in our model (25.38PW21) than observed so

far from 1979 to 2009 (21.6 6 0.78PW21) or modeled

(238PW21) with the GFDL CM2.1 (Donohoe et al.

2014). Previously, Donohoe et al. (2013) found similar

relationships [statistically indistinguishable from

those in Donohoe et al. (2014)] on seasonal time scales

and in the annual-mean response due to external cli-

mate forcing. A qualitatively similar negative corre-

lation between atmospheric transport and ITCZ

position is found across CMIP5 models (Hwang and

Frierson 2013).

4. Summary

The present study provides new evidence for a global

atmospheric teleconnection mechanism associated with

recurrent natural variability in SO open-sea convection

that has only been previously studied in Kiel model sim-

ulations (e.g., Latif et al. 2013). In the CM2Mc model,

intrinsic multidecadal variability in Weddell Sea open-

ocean convection develops into variability in Southern

Ocean SSTs that affects the global atmospheric and oce-

anic circulation, and results in a global energy balance

redistribution between the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. Analyzing the global energy flux has proven

to be a particularly useful diagnostic in interpreting the

global response to high-latitude SO thermal forcing. The

schematic in Fig. 7 summarizes the teleconnections asso-

ciated to convective decades in the CM2Mc model, and

our main findings are summarized below.

During convective decades:

1) Heat is released from the ocean subsurface to the

atmosphere, which results in oceanic surface warm-

ing in the entire Southern Hemisphere, and sub-

surface cooling.

2) The atmosphere warms almost everywhere, more so

in the Southern Ocean and more in the SH than in

the NH.

3) The southernFerrel cellweakensdue to adecrease in the

308–608Smeridional gradient of SSTs. This weakening is

associated with changes in the surface pressure pattern

such that SO westerly winds and the SAM weaken, in

agreement with reduced midlatitude baroclinicity.

4) The TOA incoming radiation increases in the SH.

This TOA anomaly is transported from the SH to the

NH through the atmosphere and results in a maxi-

mum increase in the NH outgoing radiation approx-

imately 12 years later. The northward ocean heat

transport increases at the equator but this anomalous

heat is all stored in the NH oceans without affecting

the NH atmospheric budget.

5) The northward dry static energy transport increases

at the equator, and this is partially compensated by

an increase in latent heat transport that is more

southward during these decades.

6) Changes in cross-equatorial energy budget in the

atmosphere—anomalous northward heat transport—

result in a southward shift of the ITCZ and

clouds, increased water vapor in the SH, and weak-

ening (strengthening) of the southern (northern)

trade winds and Hadley cells.
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In summary, we see that global energetic equilibrium

is coupled to the response to Weddell Sea convection.

The increased TOA radiative flux into the system at SH

ice latitudes is transmitted into the SH tropics, then

across the equator and into the Northern Hemisphere

via the altered Hadley circulation. The Hadley circula-

tion thus transports anomalous energy into the cooler

(northern) hemisphere via its upper branch and mois-

ture into the opposite (southern) hemisphere, such that

the ITCZ shifts to the warmer (southern) hemisphere.

5. Discussion

a. Comparison with previous studies

Our suggested atmospheric teleconnections agree

qualitatively well with results derived from the study of

composites of convective and nonconvective phases in

the Kiel model (Latif et al. 2013), despite large differ-

ences in the frequency and intensity of convective events

between the two models. As in this study, they showed a

warming of the Southern Ocean associated with con-

vective periods, as well as a decrease in sea ice coverage

and a weakening of SO westerly winds. Previously, Ma

and Wu (2011) found similar one-time teleconnections

in an experiment that dumped freshwater over the

Antarctic Ocean [in the Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model

(FOAM)], which inhibits deep convection and hence

effectively mimics the teleconnections created by a

nonconvective event. Latif et al. (2013) also noticed that

the tropical rain belt (ITCZ) shifts southward during

convective phases in the Atlantic, as we find here too.

The tight correlations we find between the cross-

equatorial atmospheric heat transport and ITCZ loca-

tion are in good agreement with proposed theories and

recent findings from the atmospheric literature (e.g.,

Frierson et al. 2013; Kang et al. 2015; Donohoe et al.

2014; Schneider et al. 2014). As inDonohoe et al. (2014),

we find that the interannual anomalies in cross-

equatorial atmospheric transport are not affected by

anomalies in the oceanic heat transport. However, un-

like Donohoe et al. (2014), who found cross-equatorial

heat transport anomalies to be dominated by atmo-

spheric radiative processes at the TOA and of tropical

origin, here we discuss and quantify anomalies of ex-

tratropical origin (section 3c).

We have found that the Hadley circulation and ITCZ

response to a southern extratropical perturbation is

driven by the thermal contrast between the hemispheres

and the need to transport heat out of the warmed

hemisphere and into the cooled hemisphere, as pre-

viously found in a slab-ocean setting (e.g., Chiang and

Bitz 2005; Kang et al. 2008; Frierson and Hwang 2012).

However, at least two recent studies suggest that per-

turbations of southern extratropical origin do not sig-

nificantly impact the patterns of tropical precipitation in

fully coupledmodels as shown by Kay et al. (2016) in the

CESM1 model and by Hawcroft et al. (2016) in the

HadGEM2-ES model. Moreover, Deser and Sun (2015)

and Tomas et al. (2016) showed a weak equatorially

symmetric atmospheric response to perturbations of

Arctic origin in the fully coupled CCSM4 model (same

model family as CESM1). These authors suggested that

if ocean dynamics is allowed to respond to the imposed

thermal perturbation, most of the cross-equatorial heat

transport changes occur in the ocean rather than in the

atmosphere, which mitigates the need for a strong

ITCZ shift.

How can we reconcile these studies with our own work

here? Our results suggest that tropical responses to high-

latitude radiative changes depend on the partitioning

between the atmospheric and ocean components of the

cross-equatorial energy transport, which is highly model

dependent. Whereas in the HadGEM and CESMmodels

most of the cross-equatorial heat transport changes oc-

curred in the ocean, in our GFDL-CM2Mc model the

cross-equatorial heat transport perturbation is accom-

plished equally by the atmosphere and ocean (Fig. 7).

Atmospheric meridional heat transport (and hence

the cross-equatorial energy transport) depends to a

large degree on the radiative cloud feedback strength

(Zelinka and Hartmann 2012; Huang and Zhang 2014).

Bischoff and Schneider (2014, 2016) showed via theory

and simulations that the atmospheric net energy input

(NEI) near the equator controls the sensitivity of the

ITCZ position to cross-equatorial energy transport. This

suggests that a different representation of tropical pro-

cesses that change the NEI (e.g., changes in cloud or

aerosol distribution, energy uptake by the equatorial

oceans, El Niño) across different climate models can on

its own lead to different ITCZ shifts. To complicate

matters further, various climate feedbacks interact with

each other (e.g., Feldl et al. 2017). Additionally, the

ocean provides a dynamic boundary condition for at-

mospheric dynamics, such that atmospheric feedback

processes depend on the background ocean state (e.g.,

Winton 2003; van der Swaluw et al. 2007; Zhang et al.

2010; Rose et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2014; Trossman

et al. 2016).

Mechoso et al. (2016) suggested that the strength of

the ITCZ shift in response to a SO heat perturbation

depends on the strength of the coupling between stra-

tocumulus clouds and SST in the eastern tropical Pacific

and Atlantic. They found that the direction of the ITCZ

shift was consistent with our results but the strength was

different in the two models analyzed (UCLA CGCM
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and NorESM). In our CM2Mc model, we find that low

cloud coverage is anticorrelated with SSTs over most of

the globe on interannual time scales with the strongest

signals seen in stratocumulus regions, suggesting a pos-

itive low cloud–SST feedback. Seviour et al. (2016, 2017)

found that a positive low cloud–SST feedback in the

high-latitude SO reinforces an initial SO cooling per-

turbation when analyzing the response of the SO to a

step increase in the ozone in the CM2Mc model. How-

ever, Ferreira et al. (2015) find the opposite behavior

when the same experiment is carried out in the NCAR

CCSM3.5 model, a lineal ancestor of the model used in

Kay et al. (2016); there a negative cloud–SST feedback

dampens an initial SO cooling perturbation. Hence, a

strong cloud–SST feedback could potentially explain the

strong atmospheric response to SO radiative perturba-

tion in our model runs, compared to those in Kay et al.

(2016) and Hawcroft et al. (2016).

b. Potential mechanisms for regularity

In our model, the convective events are multidecadal

and very regular when compared to the other CMIP5

Earth system simulations (de Lavergne et al. 2014). This

regularity facilitates the analysis of global tele-

connections in the current paper, as each convective

event is self-similar to the other ones. However, such

regularity suggests that the variability associated with

convective events might feedback too strongly into the

onset of posterior convective events. According to

Galbraith et al. (2011), it is the westward surface ad-

vection of anomalous salty water that helps with the

onset of convection, and the westward advection of

freshwater that shuts down convection later on. We

hypothesize that the convection-driven atmospheric

variability discussed in this paper is responsible for the

propagation of salty and freshwater anomalies necessary

to start and stop SO convection. The mechanisms and

ocean–atmosphere feedbacks driving the high period-

icity seen in our model will be explored in a separate

future paper. Another possible feedback in our model

results might be related to the intensification of SH

westerlies during nonconvective decades (section 3b).

This might trigger an anomalous intensification in the

AMOC southward transport as seen in non-eddy-

resolving models [for a review of the topic, see Gent

(2016)], which could bring heat anomalies into the

Weddell Sea convective zone, helping to shift the system

into the convective regime [mechanism discussed also in

Martin et al. (2013) for the Kiel model]. Oceanic tele-

connections will be studied in detail in a follow-

up paper.

The GFDLmodels sit within a class of CMIP5 models

that have a base state with active convection in the SO

and that are in general warm, compared to other models

such as the CESM-BGC, which has no SO convection

and colder SO SSTs (de Lavergne et al. 2014). The

GFDLmodel we use here (CM2Mc), in particular, has a

very warm summertime Southern Ocean and is biased

toward a double ITCZ (Fig. 1a). We hypothesize that a

possible cause or consequence for an anomalously warm

Southern Ocean in our model (and maybe in other

models) is the state of active convection. This study

hence contributes to understanding the biases thatmight

arise when warm and convective models are used to

describe teleconnections and natural variability. A

strong SO mode present in convective models such as

ours facilitates the understanding of teleconnections

that originate in the SO in isolation from those of

tropical origin (A. Gnanadesikan and M. Pradal 2017,

unpublished manuscript).

c. Implication for past and future climates

This study also has implications for our understanding

of past climates. Even though open-ocean convection is

not the main mechanism to form deep waters today, the

AABW might have been predominantly formed via

open-ocean convection during the last glacial maximum

(e.g., Gordon 2014). Based on analysis of the recurring

multicentennial convective events in the Kiel climate

model, Pedro et al. (2016) suggest that convective events

could have contributed to drive or amplify Antarctic

warming events as observed in the paleoclimate record

from ice cores, although events such as Dansgaard–

Oeschger are of millennial scale. Importantly, the time

lag between convective events, here on the order of

decades, is very different across the latest generation of

climate models (de Lavergne et al. 2014; Pedro et al.

2016). For example, in the Kiel model the thickness and

compactness of newly formed ice were shown to define

the intensity of the deep convection andmulticentennial

frequency of occurrence, with deep convection less fre-

quent under thicker sea ice (Martin et al. 2013). Even if

open-ocean convection is no longer the principal

mechanism for SO deep water formation, it is crucial to

study the remarkable climate variability associated with

SO open ocean convection, as this process is simulated

in most Earth system models and thus could present a

challenge (or bias) to understanding true, observed cli-

mate variability and future climate-driven trends.

In recent decades, increased freshening and warming

of the SO surface water have been observed (e.g., Gille

2002; Gille 2008; Helm et al. 2010; Durack et al. 2012)

and are predicted under future climate scenarios (e.g.,

Meehl et al. 2007). This increased stratification will de-

crease the probability of SO open ocean convective

events as seen across CMIP5 models (de Lavergne et al.
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2014). Indeed, a polynya as large as the one in the 1970s

has never been observed again despite continuous

satellite monitoring, which could reflect a decrease in

vertical mixing due to climate change. As already hy-

pothesized by Latif et al. (2013), some of the observed

variations in climate of recent decades might have a

contribution (or attenuation) of convective origin. The

observed strengthening of SAM and SO westerlies

(Thompson and Solomon 2002), deep sea warming

(Purkey and Johnson 2010), and decrease in the rate of

SO deep-water production (Purkey and Johnson 2013)

over the past 30–40 years all agree—at least in the di-

rection of change—with a hypothetical decrease or

stoppage of SO convection. Most recently, Zanowski

et al. (2015) estimated using the GFDL-ESM2G model

that the closing of the Weddell Sea polynya of the 1970s

might have contributed 10% (68%) to the observed

abyssal warming since then. On the other hand, a stop-

page in convection would prevent subsurface heat from

reaching the SO surface and atmosphere, temporarily

attenuating the predicted raise in global atmospheric

temperatures throughout the twenty-first century. We

suggest that future research should focus on estimating

the contribution that an eventual shutdown in SO con-

vection would have on the atmosphere of a warming

planet, perhaps along the lines of Drijfhout (2015), who

has estimated the hiatus effect of an eventual collapse of

the AMOC in the North Atlantic.

Emerging work—mostly focused on the Northern

Hemisphere signal propagation—has used data and

climate models to show how the extratropics can be ef-

ficient in shifting the ITCZ, with imposed cooling

(warming) in the northern extratropics resulting in a

southward (northward) shift of the ITCZ. The ITCZ

position generally depends on the interhemispheric

temperature gradient and moves toward the warmer

hemisphere on different time scales ranging from sea-

sonal scales to much larger time scales as estimated in

paleoclimate data going back to the last ice age [e.g.,

during the Holocene or during Dansgaard–Oeschger

millennial cycles; see review by Schneider et al. (2014)].

In recent decades, a large increase in anthropogenic

aerosol emissionsmainly from the industrialized NHhas

contributed to the differential cooling of the northern

extratropics in the mid to late-twentieth century (Tett

et al. 2002), with a zonal-mean ITCZ southward mi-

gration (Rotstayn and Lohmann 2002; Hwang et al.

2013). Conversely, twenty-first-century reductions in

aerosol emissions and a continuous increase of green-

house gases should warm the Northern Hemisphere and

act to shift the ITCZ northward (Allen et al. 2015; Byrne

and O’Gorman 2013). Our work suggests that future

projections of ITCZ shifts will need to take into account

the influence of extratropical SO perturbations. Further

research is needed to understand the strength of such

teleconnections across climate models, as they appear to

depend on the feedback strength between clouds, SST,

and atmospheric circulation both in the tropics (e.g.,

Mechoso et al. 2016) and in the extratropics (e.g.,

Seviour et al. 2016, 2017).

We have shown that in the CM2Mc model the Hadley

circulation and the ITCZ are sensitive to changes in the

SO SSTs and Weddell Sea ice cover and convective

status, parameters that have changed significantly in the

past and will continue to change in a future warmer

world. In turn, ITCZ migrations can change the hydro-

climate drastically in certain tropical areas such as the

African Sahel (e.g., Broecker and Putnam 2013), with

huge and very concrete implications for the local econ-

omies and livelihoods of people living in these areas.
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